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To My Fellow Southeast Virginia Independent Recording Artists: 

Like many of you, I was born, raised, and continue to enjoy living in Southeast Virginia.  And…like 
many of you, music has been a mainstay of my life…  I’ve been performing, recording, and 
collaborating here for over four decades.  It took a considerable investment of time, energy, monies, 
and hard work to create my music catalog and my sound.  The quality of the songs, performances, 
and production are a reflection of me and my colleagues…and I am proud and grateful to still be 
engaged after all these years…proud to be an independent musician from Southeast Virginia.   

I’m sure you share similar feelings and histories. 

The one thing that has been missing over all those years has been airplay.  In the beginning, I was too 
late to take advantage of local, independent radio station programming.  Once corporate entities 
took over local broadcasting, all airplay possibilities for the unsigned, published, independent 
recording artists evaporated. 

But things have a way of coming around.  Businesses and technology evolve.  It’s time to “open the 
airways” to our sound…! 

It is my pleasure to invite you to join me and other independent, unsigned, published artists from 
Southeast Virginia to participate in RADIO SEVA – an internet music station dedicated to providing 
airplay EXCLUSIVELY to Unsigned, Independent, and Published Recording Artists from Southeast 
Virginia.   

RADIO SEVA will be developed and programmed by SEVA Sound.  It will (eventually) provide 24/7 
broadcasting of original music exclusively from Southeast Virginia.  The theme genres of the station 
will be acoustic and rock, but all genres are welcome.  All independent, unsigned, published recording 
artists are invited and encouraged to submit their work to RADIO SEVA for broadcasting.  

In the beginning, we expect to broadcast on RADIO SEVA with minimal promotions (8-10 minutes per 
hour). All sponsor revenue will be directly used to cover programming, defray hosting costs and, in 
time, help to sponsor RADIO SEVA concerts, live performance broadcasts, interviews, podcasts, 
RADIO SEVA artists’ family and community experiences, and award events.  We also envision RADIO 
SEVA to be a catalyst for the promotion of RADIO SEVA Artists in the area of music licensing. 

To make this happen for you and your music, there are terms and conditions below (RADIO SEVA 
Music Broadcast Agreement) that need your attention.  This agreement explains these terms and 
conditions in detail.  The terms and conditions are not difficult, but are essential.  

You can download this as a PDF document from https://www.sevasound.com/contracts-and-
agreements  by clicking the link “Invitation from RADIO SEVA”.   

  

https://www.sevasound.com/contracts-and-agreements
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RADIO SEVA Music Broadcast Agreement 

Here are the terms and conditions to be met in order to submit your music for airplay on RADIO SEVA: 

By agreeing to the terms and conditions of the RADIO SEVA Music Broadcast Agreement, you are stating 
that: 

1 – You legally own the publishing rights to EACH AND EVERY song being submitted.  As the legal owner of the 
songs being submitted, you give RADIO SEVA permission to broadcast your published songs. 

2 – Your songs are publically and commercially available for sale as a hard-copy (CD, EP, or LP), via a 
streaming service (i.e. Spotify, Tidal, Apple, Amazon, Etc.), or for purchase via a commercial digital download 
site.  Please list below the link(s) where your music can be commercially streamed, downloaded, or purchased: 

Link #1:  

Link #2:  

Link #3:  

3 - You give written permission to RADIO SEVA to openly broadcast your songs and waive any expectation of 
or actual payment of any royalty to you from RADIO SEVA.  (Artists with existing PRO Agreements: See the 
closing statement before the signature at the end of the terms of agreement.) 

4 – You are an “unsigned” artist.  This means that you have no binding legal agreements with any outside 
person(s) and/or record labels relating to their ownership of your music. 

5 – You will submit a minimum selection of six (6) original songs of your choosing from each of your public CD 
or EP releases.  You are welcome to submit an entire CD or EP, but we prefer that you choose a select list of 
songs (you believe) to be your very best and/or most popular works.  New releases can be submitted when 
they are created and published. 

6 – All songs submitted for broadcast must be ORIGINAL songs.  No cover songs recorded by SEVA SOUND 
artists will be broadcast.  Cover songs are songs that are copyrighted and published by someone other than 
you.  This not only promotes the original sounds and songs from Southeast Virginia artists, but (a) supports 
the performance of original music in the live music performance venues of Southeast Virginia and (b) 
eliminates the issues stemming from artists failing to obtain licensed permission from the publisher and 
copyright owner.  Once the station has fully researched the licensure issue, we will consider modifying this 
policy. 

7 – In the future (at an agreed time) we will invite you to participate in live broadcast interviews video 
tapings, and/or RADIO SEVA podcasts concerning your music, your history, the music of Southeast Virginia, 
and other topics of interest.  Interviews and podcasts will be developed for broadcast at Farley Music Services 
for RADIO SEVA. 
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8 – You will need to insert into your MP3 song the required metadata for each song you submit.  This will 
allow your name, song title, album title, etc. to be displayed when being broadcast.  NOTE: ANY SONG 
SUBMITTED THAT DOES NOT HAVE THE REQUIRED METADATA WILL NOT BE BROADCAST.  Metadata not only 
displays your track details to the listener, but is also required by law to be transmitted to your PRO to better 
insure your chances for royalty collection. 

To add the required metadata to each submitted MP3, simply 

A. Right Click on the MP3 file 
B. Select “Properties” at the bottom 
C. Select the “Details” tab 
D. Place your cursor to the right of each metadata category and type-in the correct information 
E. Be sure to check your wording and spelling.  Once it’s entered, that’s what people will see when 

listening to your song, and, that is what your PRO will use to determine royalty distribution. 
F. When you have completed entering all of the metadata, Click “Apply” 

The required metadata includes the following: 

 Official Song Title 
 Album Artist 
 Album Name 
 Release Date (Year) 
 Genre 
 Publisher 

10 – Posting your participation on RADIO SEVA to your fans and friends on social media (Website; Facebook; 
Twitter; Instagram; live performances; etc.) will broaden our listening audience.  Your use of the official RADIO 
SEVA logo and link to the station is permitted for these purposes. 

11 – Providing a “recorded introduction” to songs and/or albums allows listeners to have a personal insight 
into the song, its recording process, and/or its lyrical interpretations directly from you.  We encourage you to 
produce these introductions and submit them to RADIO SEVA.  Introductions should be exactly 30 seconds 
long.  The recording needs to be clear and the file named accordingly (Name of Artist – Intro – Song or 
Album).  Introductions are submitted in MP3 format.  This is not mandatory…but it would provide our 
listeners with the personal connection every musician would love to have with their fans.   

12 – You must live and work in Southeast Virginia, or, have recorded your music while living and working in 
Southeast Virginia.  This area can be defined as “Hampton Roads”: Williamsburg/James City County…the 
Peninsula…to across the Northern Neck…through to the southern Eastern Shore…and the Southside 
(Norfolk/Portsmouth/Virginia Beach/Chesapeake/ Suffolk.) 

 

  

https://www.sevasound.com/radio-seva
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Acceptance of Agreement 

As an independent, unsigned, published recording artist from Southeast Virginia, I agree to all RADIO SEVA 
terms and conditions in this document concerning the broadcasting of my music.  I give permission to RADIO 
SEVA to openly broadcast my songs.  In doing so, I waive any expectation of or actual payment of any 
royalty to me from RADIO SEVA.  NOTE: If I am affiliated with a PRO, the mandatory broadcast metadata for 
my songs will be posted to my PRO for royalty distribution purposes.   

DISCLAIMER: Farley Music Services, SEVA Sound, and RADIO SEVA will not be held responsible or liable in 
any way for any consequences or legal actions that may arise from any misrepresentations on my part as to 
the terms and conditions of this agreement. 

Contributing Artist Name: 

Date: 

Address:  

Email:  

Phone:  

I, the party entering into this RADIO SEVA Broadcast Agreement, understand and accept the terms of the 
information provided by this agreement. 

Artist Electronic Signature (First; M.I.; Last) 

     Acceptance Checkbox: I understand that checking this box constitutes a legal signature confirming that I 
acknowledge and agree to the above RADIO SEVA Music Broadcast Agreement. 

************************************************************ 

Once this agreement has been signed and returned, we will contact you on how to submit your artwork and 
your song(s) in MP3 format for broadcasting on RADIO SEVA.  If you have any questions or concerns, please 
contact Tom Farley at radioseva@sevasound.com .  You can also call Tom at 757-286-2320. 

RADIO SEVA is excited about working with you to establish our recorded music as a viable and recognizable 
music and business entity in Southeast Virginia. 

Looking Forward…with kindest regards, 

Tom Farley 

Farley Music Services / SEVA Sound / RADIO SEVA 

mailto:radioseva@sevasound.com
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